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Hello everyone, do you guys have any suggestions for Darkpact Berserker's 3.1? He's dead? Because I spent so much currency and time on it to build in the Harbinger League, and now the end of the league. Vaal pact passive skill has nerf. I really have a headache on it. is there any way to make it better?? Page 2 6   Building Exile in © 2016-2020. This site is fan-made and is not affiliated with
Grinding Gear games in any way. Do not return items in the game under any circumstances after you have received it. Do not buy goods as payment or as exchange for other goods. Learn more about trade safety guidelines. BTN_BELONGS_TOhttps PoE Harbinger League, Fall Oriath: Critical Pact Video EngineerEd Eternity Path Of Exile Climbing Class Marauder zgt; Berserker Build Passive Tree Skills
The Way building code Level When the Path of Exile 3.0 patch is launched, Grinding Gear games have added three new offensive gems of skill. They are also thrown into a plethora of support gems, but only three of them are used as actual skills: Storm Burst, a charged dash, and the Dark Pact. Both the storm explosion and the charged dash were regarded as disappointing by the majority of the
community. The dark pact, however, may be one of the new strongest meta-skills. If you don't know, Dark Pact uses a health caster to wreak havoc in the area around them. If there are skeletons nearby, he uses their health instead. When a totem uses a skill, it is considered a caster and it loses health, not you. Dark Pact is a very versatile skill and if you want to try it out, you have a lot of different builds
you can experiment with. You use four totems to blow up the enemy in oblivion. It's an incredibly safe build that doesn't take much money. However, he really struggled with the new high health boss, so I moved to another assembly. Half a dozen experiments later, I decided to play Self Cast Dark Pact Berserker. The use of the Vaal Covenant and the Cape in The Wildness trivializes much of the content,
and the damage is much higher than the totem version. This one isn't so cheap to customize, but it's an absolute joy to farm with, and may be my new favorite to build. I plan to try Self Cast Occultist and Scion options soon. Obviously, I have a problem with creating new characters. I haven't tried the skeleton option and I don't plan. I have little experience with it and I will discuss exactly why I don't intend to
do build further down. Dark Pact Build #1: Totem VariantThe Totem Option is which I spent the most time on. As my second character, and the first one that I funded, I used it to clear a lot of end game cards. This was my first level card of level 11 and 12 12 which he did without any difficulty other than the boss. The build is well funded and not funded, mainly because of how safe you are during the game.
There are three reasons why the Totem Option is extremely effective in keeping you alive. First, you rely on the use of totems for damage. They allow you to retreat and dodge, which adds a lot of inherent survivability. Totems also sometimes pull agro for you, which means you don't even have to dodge- just throw more totems and you're all set. The second reason is that you use a stone golem. It provides
additional regeneration, but Stone Golem also uses sneer at pulling enemies away from you. Just another way to sit back and not have to worry about getting hit. Finally, you have quite a bit of regeneration, and use Mind over Matter. This makes you have a high effective health pool, and will not be forced to use very much potions. The totem Variant build style is pretty simple. You run next to a pack of
monsters, drop the totem, and keep working. The damage from totems and massive area is more than enough to wipe out all but the strongest packages. For especially strong rare or unique mobs, put two or three totems as you see fit. Clear speed is pretty good for assembly, up to boss. The boss himself is a little more complicated. This assembly clears the garbage mobs quickly, but its steady damage is
a little lacking. You don't have a totem toy to create your own damage because all your totems are focused on damage. Also, totems kill themselves as they attack, so you have to change them often even if the boss doesn't hit them. The way to do additional damage to bosses is to use the Vaal Summon Skeleton. This causes a crowd of skeletons and your totems to use your life to harm the boss. This
makes your damage a little higher and extends the length before the totems need to be reformatted. It also keeps the boss fighting stupidly safely, with 20 extra skeletons between you and the boss. Even with all that, however, the cleaning boss is very sub-par, and ultimately the reason I fell to build. However, if you are interested in the build you can find it here. Dark Pact Build #2: Skeleton VariantDark
Pact is a skill that was clearly made for the purpose of using skeletons. However, almost no one does it. The reasoning is quite simple. There are stronger skeletons builds up out there, so if you're going to play skeletons, you don't want to kill them. After all, The Dark Pact and Skeletons don't play nicely together. You see, the Dark Pact throws in a circle around the charmer. However, if you use the health
of the skeleton, it throws in the area around them rather. Suddenly you rely heavily on the AI skeleton, which is not known to be very good. When I was playing the Totem version, I sometimes screwed up with my skeletons, deciding to wander. from the boss, and there's nothing you can do while he's doing. The actual caster builds there are ways around this, such as a convocation that resembles all your
henchmen right in front of you. However, the clunkiness of this method ultimately makes the build not worth it. Especially since there are better minion builds out there! In fact, GGG demonstrated better this week. Dark Pact Build #3: Self Cast Variants retained the best Dark Pact build for the latter. The independent version of the Dark Pact is undoubtedly the strongest. No matter what situation you are in,
this build is without a doubt the most effective way to use Dark Pact. It's a bit weak during alignment, where the Dark Pact hurts you more than you're leeching, but it's significantly more dangerous than other builds. At the same time, the damage is several times higher than that of any of the others. Self casting Dark Pact removes 6% of your maximum health each throw. He also throws incredibly fast.
Currently, my level 80 character throws 5.8 times per second while polished, and it's without any straight casting gear, which means you'll be able to get yourself to one health in about three seconds. Without a huge amount of leech, it'll kill you dead. Quick. And that's why Berserker's class is so strong. They get the inherent 1% leech as well as 100% leech every time they take a wild hit (15% of their
health). It makes you essentially immortal. Other classes may do so-Warlord Mark and Aciri's promise have a similar effect, but Berserker is by far the easiest route. Once you've stacked enough damage to listen to 6%, you can start flying around the map. Personally, I use a new harbinger sword, Rippling Thoughts. It doesn't do nearly as much harm as something like a monkey would, but it allows you to
use vortex blades and shield dashes. It also gives you the positive Effect of the Harbinger, equivalent to level 21 Arcane Surge for four out of every eight seconds. And it looks amazing. Damaging the Dark Covenant is enough that you can be versatile in what kind of weapon you choose. And since the dark damage pact is scaled from your health, you can build an extremely tanked and deal a huge amount
of damage. Think of it as an easier, stronger version of Righteous Fire.The biggest problem with a lot of quick cleaning builds right now is that most of them are one goal. And Dark Pact is not excluded from this, one goal is definitely harder for them. They do less harm, so leeching harder, and new bosses have a shit ton of health. The way we get around this with the Weether totem. The withers are applied
quickly and passively, and our damage is skyrockets. This allows us to clear the bosses easily and quickly, and since we have so much health, especially if you run a temporary chain aura-boss quite safely. If you're interested in the build I've decided to follow, it's With the video included. Very Safe High Pool Life Instant Leech due to Vaal Pact Cheap to start with good damage Build takes takes Ramp up
the level of 39p Level 76p Full Build Bandits Choice quest To Kill All Bandits LabyrinthsSkill Point Choice Maze 1Craw Slaughterhouse Maze 2Aspect Slaughterhouse Maze 3Pain Reaver Endgame LabyrinthCloaked in Savagery Wither Totem Support Faster Casting Support Support Increased Body Support Body Control Culling Strike Support Boots Grace Poacher Mark Blasphemy Support Unbreakable
Cry 2h Weapon No 1h Weapon Flame Tire Vaal Lightning Trap Increase Duration Support Offhand Weapon/Shield Vaal Summon Skeletons Mignon Life Support : Click on the item to view it on PoE Wiki or to view similar rare items in poe.trade Rare helmet If possible, gain strength as well as to enhance the life pool even more. Frame Jack Bis breast piece for Dark Pact, until you can afford Carcass, use
rare breasts with high life and resistance. Rare gloves are common gloves, high life and elementary resistance. Best of all in the slot setup will be gloves created with Essence madness (Socketed Gems have 16% more attack and cast speed) and placing a shield charge setup there for fluid and fast motion. Rare Boots Rare Boots with high life with at least 25% speed of movement and elementary
resistance. Two stone ring Two-frame ring with a wall, high life and elementary resistance. Two stone rings The best way to increase the damage of chaos is to create jewelry with the essence of envy (23-26) % increase the damage of chaos). That is the purpose of the endgame and can be expensive to work out worthy with life and resistance. Collar Bisco Big Amulet for extra drops if you can't afford it -
use any rare amulet with high life, elementary resistance and stats you need. Leather belt High life, strength and elementary resistance. Rare scepter Increase spell damage (60%)), attack rate (for fluid movement with shield charge) and throwing speed. A rare shield shield with high life, speed and spell damage. If you lack elementary resistance, ditch the spell of damage or cast the speed for a more
defensive shield. Jewels Increase maximum lifespan Increase damage from spell while holding a Shield Cast Speed Flask Setting Seething Divine Life Flask Retreating Chemist Silver Flask Waring Experimenter in Atziri's Promise Chemist's Promise Of a Quicksilver Flask Of Adrenaline Feel Free to Share Your Thoughts/Experiences/Tips on Assembly in the comments section below. Below.
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